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Interview by Lori Bizocco. Written by Hope Ankney.
Mark Walberg (not to be confused with film actor Mark
Wahlberg) is an American actor, on-air television personality,
and talk show host known primarily for Antiques Roadshow, The
Moment of Truth, and both the original (Fox Network: 2001) and

the modern reboot (USA Network: 2019), Temptation Island.
Walberg’s time on Temptation Island is split between acting as
the host and being a relationship confidant who couples go to
for guidance through all kinds of relationship struggles they
experience on the show. In our exclusive celebrity interview,
Walberg offers our visitors his thoughts on the second season
of the show, and some dating advice for any couple going
through hardships.

In
our
celebrity
interview
with Temptation Island’s Mark
Walberg, get season 2 sneak-peeks,
dating
advice,
and
tips
on
emotional connections.
Temptation Island is a reality show that follows four couples
who are struggling in their relationships and can’t decide
whether to call it quits or not. When they arrive on the
island, they are separated and put onto different parts of a
beautiful island for four weeks, where they are tempted by
other relationship options. The show has seen booming success
since the first season of its reboot aired at the beginning of
2019. With season two premiering just a few weeks ago, the
drama-filled show has only turned up the heat with its steamy
antics.
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: ‘Temptation Island’ Host
Mark Walberg Shares His Secret to a Happy Relationship
A season that Walberg claims is “really on steroids” as far as
content goes, he explains that what ends up happening with
these couples isn’t scripted. The producers aren’t in charge
of turning the heat up, despite the drama escalating quickly
this season. According to Walberg, it all depends on the

couple and their personal journey. For example, Ashley G.
slept with someone in the first episode, and that’s something
that just didn’t happen in the first season of the show.
Walberg likes the idea of producers not being in control,
because it allows him to be more open and vulnerable with the
couples. In the second episode, Walberg has a conversation
with Rick about Ashley’s infidelity, saying that he’s
sincerely hurting alongside Rick. He takes his role with the
couples very seriously, admitting, “I want the best for them.
I’m very well aware that it’s probably not going to go the way
that they hoped or thought they could control, but the bigger
question, to me, is always about yourself. What brought you
here? It’s not about the other person.” He expands on this
statement, explaining how he handled his discussion with
Ashley G., hinting that she has great remorse about hurting
Rick in later episodes.
When asked if a couple can come back from something like what
Rick and Ashley G. are going through, he provides some great
advice about the differences in every couple and how they
handle hardship. According to Walberg, every couple is unique
and thinks differently about their relationship. If you’re
talking about two people who have built a foundation from an
on-again off-again dynamic, it’s obvious that the couple has
been able to forgive one another and get back together after
past conflict. Walberg is serious when he asks couples, “Do
you think you can come back from this?” He says, “When you sit
and break it down, there’s a lot of grey area between the
black and white. I know that people watching at home are like,
‘If anybody did that then it’s over,’ but relationships with
these people are years long and unique to them.”
Watching season 2 of Temptation Island, we observe events like
David’s threesome, Ashley’s infidelity, and then cases like
Casey’s where he claims that his relationship with Ashley H.
is weak, stating, “I could break-up with her and be fine.”
Does that raise questions about what really hurts more,

physical infidelity or emotional connection? Walberg seems to
think that a lacking emotional connection is much scarier than
a physical in fidelity. Physical intimacy doesn’t always cause
a bond to form, and he agrees with viewers who believe that
emotional connections are the ones that are lasting.
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Despite our curiosity, Walberg remains tight-lipped about who
he thinks will survive as a couple and who he’s rooting for,
but he does touch on the growth he’s seen from both Rick and
Ashley H. He thinks that Rick’s backstory of being a playboy
is interesting when you see how he grows throughout the
season. He even singles out Ashley H. and applauds her for her
development from being extremely sensitive to radiating a
sense of strength by the season’s end.
In fact, Walberg explains that the island is a vehicle for
couples to seek answers in different facets of their lives.
“For some guys that require self-love, and sometimes [they]
just do things I can’t figure out. But, my hope is that

everybody leaves the island feeling like the experience helped
them grow in some way or another.” If the couples are
committed to going to the island, there is a sense of selfreflection that they have to go through and work on. It’s a
natural process that happens on its own for every couple.
With shows like Temptation Island, it can be an addicting
experience for the audience. So, it isn’t surprising that fans
become attached to the show, because they see parts of
themselves or their relationship in some of the couples on
screen. People can relate to wondering whether or not they’re
settling in their relationship. It’s easy to empathize with
the struggles when it comes to finding your “person.”
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: Leanne Ford Talks Interior
Design Advice and Upcoming Projects
Relationship struggles are a reality for all couples, and
Walberg stresses the importance of communication to overcome
those low points. Not all folks can hop a plane and become
part of a reality show to fix their problems, he says, but,
“If you can talk about it, you’ve got a shot. Talk it out, and
if you need to find professional help to talk it out, that
might be the best way.”
And, speaking of communication, Walberg is still in touch with
the entire cast from season 1 through Instagram! He says he’s
still friendly with all of them, pointing out, for instance,
that Evan reached out to him personally when he and Morgan
announced their engagement.
So, what can we expect from upcoming episodes? Walberg wasn’t
very forthcoming on this, but he told us to keep a watch on
the dynamic between couples shifting from potential love
interests to supportive friends, as well as seeing romantic
connections grow. And, get ready for some entertainment!
According to Walberg, the final bonfire is “pretty riveting.”
Stay tuned! If Walberg’s insight is anything to go on,

Temptation Island is about to get insanely entertaining.
You can keep up with Mark L. Walberg by following him
on Twitter and Instagram. Make sure to check out “Temptation
Island” Tuesdays at 10/9c on USA Network.

Celebrity News: A Showmance
Dominates ‘Big Brother’ and
Crowns a Winner

By Hope Ankney

In celebrity news, season 21 of the reality TV show Big
Brother is over. As reported by UsMagazine.com, Holly Allen,
Jackson Michie, and Nicole Anthony made it to the final three,
and they gave everyone a finale to remember! Through rockclimbing and memory events, it was a close race between the
three. But, when it came to the showmance between Michie and
Holly, it was their confessions that reflected on the past
competition and alliance with one another that ultimately won
over the jury. Michie ended up being crowned the winner of Big
Brother.

In celebrity news, a romance in the
Big Brother house dominated the
game. What are some ways that
working with your partner can be
effective?
Cupid’s Advice:
Working with your partner is one that can be a difficult task
to manage. The workplace is already stressful enough as it is,
but being alongside your spouse can make it an even more
stressful environment. But, there are positives to working
with them, and it can also be a great thing for your
relationship. Here’s some love advice from Cupid about the
pros of working with your partner:
1. Increased sense of intimacy: Couples that work together or
share experiences are more likely to have a stronger
connection than those that don’t. If you’re both working in
the same environment or company, there is even more of a sense
of intimacy involved because you can talk openly about your
work lives in a way that your partner will understand it.
There’s something about shared stresses that can be very

therapeutic once you get home from a long day at the office.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Former ‘Bachelor’ Contestant
Kirpa Sudick Squashes Cam Ayala Dating Rumors
2. Team-building skills: You and your partner should always be
seen as a team. You aren’t against one another. You’re there
to support one another. So, working in the same environment
can be great for team-building. You learn how this person
works with you and with others. It’s a great way of
understanding their behavior and actions when it comes to
being apart of a group and dealing with pressures. It’s
important that you and your partner can come together,
effectively, whenever you both need it.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: The Beauty, Meaning, &
Power of Love
3. Extra quality time: Most relationships don’t have the
pleasures of spending a lot of quality time together. After
long days at work, it’s difficult to have energy or time to
really spend with your partner. But, if you work alongside
your spouse, you spend a great deal of your time in the
company of someone you love. It allows you to be more present
in the relationship, and it can make stressful days in the
office much more enjoyable.
How do you feel about working with your partner? Tell us in
the comments below!

Celebrity Exes: Tyler Cameron

Sets the Record Straight on
Feelings for ‘Bachelorette’
Hannah Brown

By Hope Ankney
In celebrity news, The Bachelorette runner-up, Tyler Cameron,
has officially set the record straight about where he stands
with Hannah Brown. According to EOnline.com, the star popped
on Twitter Wednesday to dismiss claims that he had been
shading The Bachelorette star. What started with an accidental
liking of a tweet shading Brown ended with Cameron writing a
series of tweets defending her. Sharing how much respect he
had for Brown, he stated “…that girl deserves no shade and
nothing but success. She empowers women and deserves all the
accolades. She empowers women and created so much conversation

on how women should be treated. I am grateful for our time
together and all that I learned from her.“

These celebrity exes are keeping
their feelings positive all the way
around. What do you do if your ex
is throwing shade at you?
Cupid’s Advice:
When an ex decides to throw shade your way, it triggers an
almost immediate emotional reaction. It’s hard to ignore the
issue and not let it affect you or your behavior. It’s even
worse if this ex has thrown something like this at you before.
But, is it worth giving them the satisfaction of visibly
showing how upset it made you? Not at all. Take a look at a
few of Cupid’s suggestions for relationship advice on how to
deal with an ex that is trying to shade you:
1. Delete their social media from your accounts: A big mistake
people make is keeping their exes on their social media as
friends, followers, etc. It not only keeps a break-up fresh,
but it’s easy to go on their pages and keep up with their
every move. Deleting them as friends or unfollowing their
accounts will help you deal with an ex that might cryptically
tweet about you or like shady tweets that could be indirectly
addressed towards you. In fact, after wiping them away, you
might not even know they’re doing it anymore.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Tyler Cameron Addresses Future
with ‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
2. Take a breath: Taking a long, deep breath can do wonders
for how you react towards an ex throwing shade. It’ll help you
balance your composure by trying to keep your mind and body
calm. And, if you feel like you need to respond, taking a

moment to collect yourself and your thoughts before you reply
can do wonders for how the entire situation will go.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown Says
‘Thank You, Next’ to Questions about Tyler Cameron & Gigi
Hadid
3. Surround yourself with positivity: There’s nothing worse
than being alone or around negativity when an ex decides to
throw something your way. The isolation and negative energy
will only fuel you to respond with something you’ll regret
later. When an ex is exhibiting this behavior, try and find
friends full of positivity to surround yourself with. They’ll
bring your mood up while further encouraging you and keeping
you motivated to be above the nonsense.
How have you dealt with an ex that’s thrown shade at you? Tell
us down below!

Celebrity
News:
Cassie
Randolph Defends ‘Bachelor’
Colton Underwood After He’s
Deemed a Bad Kisser on ‘BiP’

By Katie Sotack
Reality TV show Bachelor in Paradise brings all the drama.
This Monday, Colton Underwood came under attack for his less
than par kissing abilities. Cassie Randolph hopped to her
man’s defense with a tweeted gif of the two locking lips and
the caption, “Kiss me dammit you good kisser you”. According
to EOnline.com, Derek Peth posed the question to the BiP girls
about their worst kissing experiences. Sydney Lotuaco, Caitlin
Clemmens, and Tayshia Adams all agreed Underwood’s skills
could use some work.

In celebrity news, Cassie Randolph
is standing by her man’s kissing
skills. What are some ways to learn
how to kiss better?
Cupid’s Advice:

The date’s going really well, and you can see a future with
this one. They’re attractive, smart, and hilarious, but then
the end of the night comes. They lean in for you, and you find
that they kiss with all tongue and teeth. Fear not! All that
first date potential isn’t wasted on your ideal partner’s
worst kiss. Here are some ways to improve:
1. Take cues: Your partner will kiss how they want to be
kissed. Note the subtle movements of their lips and tongue and
whether they apply a lot of pressure or a delicate touch. Take
cues from their style, body language, and sounds on whether or
not you could up your game.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘BiP’ Star Caelynn Responds to
Blake Releasing Their Texts
2. Use bodies: A great kiss should inspire your whole body,
not just your mouth. Use your physical being to your advantage
by working in hands. Grip their waist, tangled their hair, cup
their face, etc. There’s a million and one ways to set your
partner’s nerve endings on fire, the lips are only one aspect.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: ‘Bachelorette’ Alum Jordan
Kimball is Using Dating App After Split from ‘BIP’ Love Jenna
Cooper
3. Avoid repetition: It may be tempting to stay in on place
when your nervous for a kiss, but make sure to spice it up.
Move your head and hands to create an unexpected experience
for your partner. Great kisses are all about surprises.
What’s your go to kiss move? Share in the comments below!

Celebrity
Wedding:
‘Bachelorette’ JoJo Fletcher
& Jordan Rodgers Get Engaged
… Again

By Katie Sotack
Almost a year after his initial proposal on The Bachelorette,
Jordan Rodgers proposed to JoJo Fletcher all over again. The
celebrity news was revealed on Rodgers’ Instagram on Saturday,
featuring a photo of the couple showing off Fletcher’s new
rock. The caption went on to explain that their first proposal
for the show was real and meant the world to both of them.
However, as they began planning their wedding, they wanted to
do it their own way, in private. Cue proposal number two!

Perhaps there will be a celebrity
wedding on the horizon finally for
this Bachelorette couple. What are
some ways to make your partner feel
special during a long engagement?
Cupid’s Advice:
Wedding bells are in your future, but the road to the chapel
is a long one. Fear not! Long engagements are challenging, but
there are ways to reassure your partner and reaffirm your love
during the process.:
1. Remember the date: Commit to small gestures that remind
your partner you are excited for your nuptials, however far
down the line they may be. Write the date with doodled hearts
on your fridge’s whiteboard, or leave your partner a sticky
note reading “one year to go!” However you remind your
significant other of your excitement, make it a fun, any day
surprise.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson
Secretly Marries Lauren Hashian in Hawaii
2. Keep the romance going: Wedding planning can throw your
brain into overdrive. While the details may be tempting to
take over your life (and all your conversations), share a
world with your partner outside of your wedding. Find a
balance between excitement for your wedding and commitment to
your love life by scheduling date nights where wedding talk is
off the table.
Related: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Vanderpump Rules’ Stars Tom
Schwartz & Katie Maloney Get Official Marriage License in
Vegas 2 Years After Wedding

3. Take small steps: Do not let your engagement drag without
any planning whatsoever. Even if your wedding is set years
down the line, make yourself a schedule. Try to settle at
least one detail a month so that both you and your partner
feel you’re moving forward.
How do you shower your partner with love? Share in the
comments below!

Celebrity News: ‘BiP’ Star
Blake
Horstmann
Releases
Texts with Caelynn MillerKeyes After Intimate Night

By Ashley Johnson
Bachelor in Paradise star Blake Horstmann has proven that he
is not afraid to share the most intimate details of his
romantic life with the world. According to UsMagazine.com,
just a few days ago, the reality TV star revealed scandalous
text messages sent from Caelynn Miller-Keyes on his Instagram
story and has gotten backlash ever since.

In celebrity news, things are being
clarified after the drama with
Blake and Caelynn was shown on the
first episode of Bachelor in
Paradise. What are some reasons to
keep your intimate life private?
Cupid’s Advice:
Not everyone has the luxury of keeping their relationships

private (especially celebrity couples), but if you do have the
choice, Cupid has some relationship advice on reasons to keep
your intimate life private, unlike Blake Horstmann and Caelynn
Miller-Keyes:
1. Too many opinions: Everyone is going to have an opinion
about your relationship whether you like it or not. A lot of
those opinions will be unsolicited and can be detrimental to
your relationship if you dwell on them. However many opinions
people may share on the Internet or social media, no one will
ever know the facts of the relationship simply because they
are not in it, only you and your partner are.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Cardi B Gets New Tattoo of
Husband Offset’s Name
2. Social pressure: Social media allows you to share the
version of yourself you want to share with the public, and
never all versions of yourself. This being said, your
followers and subscribers only see one version of your
relationship with your partner, which can put pressure on you
to only show the best parts of your relationship rather than
the worst. Having to live up to a certain standard for your
relationship can be exhausting and strain your relationship if
you start doing more things to look happy in your relationship
and less things to be happy in your relationship. It’s more
important to be present in your relationship rather than get
lost in your relationship’s social media presence.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Scott Disick Is ‘Really
Happy’ Kylie Jenner Is Close to Girlfriend Sofia Richie
3. Safety: By making your relationship public, you could be
letting in the wrong people. Hollywood relationships are often
subject to aggressive paparazzi and stalkers. While you may
not necessarily be swarmed by paparazzi everyday, you are
still subject to others having too many intimate details about
your relationship. This includes jealous exes, or other people

who may not wish the best for you and your partner. When the
wrong people know the whereabouts of you and your partner at
all times, it only gives them the opportunity to troll you,
making you feel the opposite of secure in your relationship,
and at times unsafe.
Can you think of any other reasons to keep your intimate life
private? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Says ‘Thank You, Next’ to
Questions about Tyler Cameron
& Gigi Hadid

By Ashley Johnson
In a celebrity interview with UsMagazine.com, Hannah Brown
made it clear that she is ready to take on life as a single
woman after her celebrity break-up with Tyler Cameron. The
reality TV star says she is focused on exploring her new
opportunities as a single woman and is ready to move forward
from The Bachelorette with or without a man.

In celebrity news, Hannah isn’t
letting anyone draw her into talks
surrounding Tyler Cameron’s dating
life.What are some ways to move on
when you see your ex moving on?
Cupid’s Advice:
While all celebrity relationships do not last, the
relationship you have with yourself does. We are rooting for

Hannah in her new journey! Cupid has some advice on how to
move on from an ex like Hannah Brown and many other single
celebrities:
1. Focus on yourself: Self-care is always the best way to go.
When we take care of ourselves and give ourselves all the love
and affection for a change, we realize just how much we needed
it and realize that self love is enough. Focusing on yourself
and taking the time to heal on your own can help you
rediscover yourself and learn more about who you are. You can
learn more about your likes, dislikes, and everything in
between.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Shia Lebeouf and FKA Twig’s
Relationship Is On Hold
2. Enjoy your hobbies and friends: Just taking the time to do
things you enjoy again can remind you what you really value in
life. You can now focus all your time and energy on everything
you have ever wanted to do, whether it be painting, going to
concerts, traveling the world, or spending more time with
friends. Friends are there for you when you need them the
most. They can help distract you from your ex and past
relationship and can be a shoulder to lean on when you just
need to vent.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Bradley Cooper Enjoys a
Boys’ Night in L.A. After Irina Shayk Split
3. Take a break from social media: Focusing on yourself means
you can’t have any distractions. Social media is the easiest
way to stay up to date with your friends, and unfortunately,
your ex. With just one click you can get lost in your ex’s
feed. Being single means you now have time to focus on
yourself, not your ex and their whereabouts. Embrace the
distance from your ex… this may even mean blocking or
unfollowing them on all social media for the time being.
Can you think of any other ways to move on when you see your

ex moving on? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity
News:
Kendall
Jenner & A$AP Rocky Attend
Sunday Service After He’s
Released from Prison

By Ashley Johnson
In celebrity news, upon his return to the U.S. on Saturday
morning, August 3, A$AP Rocky was photographed exiting his

private jet and wearing a big smile (and of course, his
classic designer babushka in true celebrity style). According
to UsMagazine.com, the rapper had spent one month behind
Swedish bars before being released Friday, August 2. Just two
days later, he was filmed wearing the same smile, as he
chatted it up with former flame and reality TV star Kendall
Jenner while attending Kanye West’s weekly Sunday Service.

In celebrity news, Kendall Jenner
and A$AP Rocky wasted no time
getting together after he was
released from prison. What are some
ways to support your partner after
a traumatic event?
Cupid’s Advice:
While the celebrity exes spent no time getting reacquainted
with each other after Rocky’s release from prison, Cupid has
some advice on how to navigate a relationship and support your
partner after a traumatic event:
1. Be communicative with each other: Communication is
important, especially if the one you love has been gone for
months. In order to rebuild the relationship and understand
parts of your partner’s experience you may not be all that
familiar with, having open and honest conversations is
helpful. Most of the time, survivors of trauma have a lot on
their mind and just need someone to talk to in a safe space
without judgment.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Duchess Meghan Comments
On Her Relationship with Prince Harry to Pharrell

2. Comfort your partner: Sometimes when words fail, physical
touch can do wonders. Whether you comfort your partner by
kissing them on the forehead or tightly embracing them, you
are providing a safe and supportive environment for them.
Words are not always enough, but just your presence can be
appreciated and let your partner know that you are there for
them.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Brooks Laich Says He’s Proud of
Wife Julianne Hough For Saying She’s Not ‘Straight’
3. Understand triggers: Depending on the trauma, survivors may
have a list of triggers, including loud noises, dark places,
and confined spaces. Triggers can suddenly recreate trauma for
your partner and make them relive an experience they would
rather not relive. By knowing your partner’s triggers you can
help make them feel safe and avoid exposure to their certain
triggers.
Can you think of any more ways to support your partner after a
traumatic event? Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity
News:
Hannah
Brown’s
‘Bachelorette’
Runner-Up Goes On Date with
Gigi
Hadid
Days
After
Spending Night with Hannah

By Ashley Johnson
In each and every season of The Bachelorette, former bachelors
and bachelorettes alike (along with a few athletes) inevitably
make their highly anticipated return to the show to drop some
relationship truth. Whether it’s Ben Higgins having a one- onone with Colton Underwood or Hannah Brown sitting court-side
with Jaylen Brown, the singles are coached on “finding the
one” and what to look for in a significant other. However,
this is no simple task and may include a lot of casual dating
before getting serious with anybody and making that
commitment. According to UsMagazine.com, on Sunday, August 4,
in celebrity news, Tyler Cameron and Gigi Hadid were spotted
together on what appeared to be their first date night ever in
NYC, just two days after The Bachelorette runner-up was seen
leaving Hannah Brown’s apartment in L.A.

In celebrity news, Tyler Cameron
isn’t committed to Hannah and is
dating around. What are some things
to be careful about when you’re
dating around?
Cupid’s Advice:
While Tyler seems to have been getting cozy with more than one
woman (Gigi Hadid being one of them) and seems to be living a
true bachelor life outside of reality TV, Cupid has some
dating advice on how to date around like the model himself and
other single celebrities:
1. Be transparent: Being transparent means being truthful and
being clear about your intentions. Sometimes being honest with
people can be difficult, but you are not going to get what you
want out of any relationship by hiding your true feelings.
Relationships only work when the people involved are on the
same page and have both of their wants and needs met.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Speaks Out About Jed After Finale
2. Have patience: As we know from many years of The Bachelor
and Bachelorette, you do not just fall in love on the first
date (or maybe you do), and dating is a process. It is highly
unlikely you are going to commit to one person after just one
date, and you may find yourself going on numerous dates with
numerous people until you find what you are looking for, and
that is okay. You just have to be patient!
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Shawn Mendes & Camila
Cabello Kiss in Miami
3. Take the time to discover yourself: Use the opportunity of

getting to know various new people to also get to know more
about yourself. By intimately being exposed to all different
personalities and behaviors, you are going to find some that
you absolutely love, and others that you absolutely cannot
stand. Dating different people only reaffirms your own wants
and needs, and helps you figure out what you want more of (or
less of) in life.
Can you think of any more ways to be careful when dating
around? Let us know in the comments below!

New
Celebrity
Couple?
‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Gushes Over Tyler Cameron
After Finale

By Bonnie Griffin

In the latest celebrity news, Bachelorette Hannah Brown gushed
over Tyler Cameron on Jimmy Kimmel Live. According
to UsMagazine.com, Brown said, “he is pretty great” referring
to Cameron. After a devastating break up with Jed Wyatt, it
looks like Brown might be ready to give her ex, Cameron,
another shot at a relationship.

With one break-up comes a new
beginning for this soon-to-be
celebrity couple. What are some
ways to know whether to give your
ex a second chance?
Cupid’s Advice:
For these reality tv stars, it is starting to look like they
are going to be giving their romance a second chance.

Sometimes time and space gives us a new perspective and makes
us realize what we lost. Cupid has some advice to help you
know when to give your ex a second chance:
1. You can see yourself with them as a part of your future:
When you think about your ex do you picture the two of you
together? Can you imagine what your life would be like as a
couple in the future? These are signs you might want to give
your ex a second chance. If you can honestly see them as your
partner for life it is worth giving the relationship another
shot.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple Shawn Mendes & Camila
Cabello Kiss in Miami
2. You’re happier with them: When you spend time with your ex
are you happier than you are with anyone else? And being with
them makes you happier than being single. Then give them a
second chance. A little time apart to realize what you loved
about them may be all you needed to make your relationship a
lasting love.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Leonardo DiCaprio Gets Serious
With Camila Morrone
3. They made an effort to change: Consider why you broke up in
the first place. Maybe they had a fear of commitment or they
liked to party too much. If you see that they’ve made a solid
effort and have changed those bad habits then a second chance
at a relationship might be worth a shot.
What are some things that might make you consider giving your
ex a second chance? Let us know your thoughts in the comments
below.

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Speaks Out About Jed After
Finale

By Bonnie Griffin

In the latest celebrity news, Bachelorette Hannah Brown ended
her engagement to Jed Wyatt. Five weeks after their
engagement, Brown was heartbroken to find out that her
relationship with Wyatt began with lies when she discovered he
had a girlfriend when he first entered the show. According

to People.com, Brown said finding out Wyatt hadn’t been honest
was “heartbreaking” and that by being dishonest “he hurt [her]
worse than anybody else did.”

In celebrity news, Hannah wasn’t
willing to settle once she found
out Jed had been dishonest with
her. What are some ways to know
your partner is lying to you?
Cupid’s Advice:
For these reality tv stars, happy ever after is no longer in
their future. Wyatt’s dishonesty broke Brown’s heart and left
her unable to forgive him for the hurt he caused her. It is
never good when you find out that someone you love has lied to
you. Cupid has some advice to help you know when your partner
is lying to you:
1. They say they never lie: Anyone who tells you that they
never lie is lying to you. It is common for everyone to tell
little white lies from time to time. Sometimes these kind of
lies are okay because they are meant to protect someone’s
feelings or something of that nature. Getting caught in a
small lie like that wouldn’t have any real consequences. We
all tell these kinds of lies, so an honest partner would have
no reason to insist they never lie at all.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Releases Intimate Details in Front of Peter’s Mom!
2. Lack of eye contact: One of the tell-tale signs of lying
that is upheld as true by science is when someone refuses to
make eye contact. If your partner is normally someone who
makes eye contact with you when you’re talking, and now they

are avoiding that eye contact it is a good indicator they
aren’t being honest about something.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Vanderpump Rules’ Stars Tom
Schwartz & Katie Maloney Get Official Marriage License in
Vegas 2 Years After Wedding
3. They accuse you of lying: One of the oldest tricks in the
books is to try to get the focus off them by pointing their
finger at you. Your partner might accuse you of lying or
cheating out of the blue. This blame game is often a way to
try to justify their own dishonest actions.
What are some things you look for if you think your partner is
being dishonest? Let us know your thoughts in the comments
below.

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Releases Intimate Details in
Front of Peter’s Mom!

By Katie Sotack
The infamous Bachelorette windmill sex scene between Hannah
and Peter was one of the most talked about moments this
season. But according to UsMagazine.com, Hannah fudged the
details. When facing off with Luke Parker, The Bachelorette
confessed to having sex with Peter twice at the mill, yet
apparently it was four times! Hannah announced this proudly in
front of the studio audience, which included Peter’s family.
Still, despite (or maybe because of) the scandalous details,
Peter’s family could not have looked prouder as the audience
gave the pair a standing ovation.

In celebrity news, Hannah Brown
didn’t hold any details back while
talking to Peter on a recent
episode of The Bachelorette. What

are some benefits to being open
about intimacy?
Cupid’s Advice:
In our Puritan-grown culture, it’s not wildly accepted to talk
about intimacy in public. However, American youth culture is
shifting to see the perks in being open and honest about
intimacy. Here’s how talking about intimacy can benefit
yourself and others:
1. Normalization: Talking about intimacy normalizes said acts
of intimacy. America’s sensationalized media presents
idealistic versions of sex and love, which do not match up
with reality. With this idealized standard we rarely see an
accurate representation of our own intimacy. The girl and guy
are perfect, never having bad sex or weird sex. Not to mention
a lack non-heteronormative relationships depicting physical
love. Talking about sex and the intimate acts surrounding it
can ease the tension our culture feels around sexual
‘imperfections’ which fall short of idealistic standards.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ben Higgins Says ‘Bachelorette’
Hannah Brown’s Sex Confessions Are ‘Confusing’
2. Ease the guilt: There’s a famous Sex In The City episode
where Miranda takes a lover who’s so petrified of sex being a
sin, that after every time they’ve been physical he must run
to shower. Yeah, this was filmed in the ’90s, but times
haven’t changed too much. Bachelorette Hannah Brown was
thoroughly slut shammed by contestant Luke P. for enjoying sex
with men she’d fallen in love with. By speaking out about
about her experience at the windmill while in a supportive
environment she was championed for something that had once
penalized her.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown

Confronts Luke P. at ‘Men Tell All’
3. Better sex: As sexologist Lindsey Doe likes to point out
sex and sexuality are never one size fits all. But that’s the
way our culture likes to think about it, so partner’s have
been conditioned to fall short of our unique needs. Being open
about your likes, dislikes, and experiences will not only work
like a handbook for better sex but help to foster emotional
intimacy between you and your partner(s).
Do you feel comfortable talking about intimacy? Share your
comments below!

Celebrity
Wedding:
‘Vanderpump Rules’ Stars Tom
Schwartz & Katie Maloney Get
Official Marriage License in
Vegas 2 Years After Wedding

By Katie Sotack
Vanderpump Rules stars Katie Maloney and Tom Schwartz will be
making their celebrity wedding official! Two years after their
big wedding celebration, which was televised on their reality
show, ‘N Sync’s Lance Bass revealed that the marriage did not
have an official license. According to EOnline.com, the couple
failed to properly fill out the required paperwork. Obtaining
the license now suggests that Maloney and Schwartz will have a
redo wedding any day now, though the plans are still hushhush.

In celebrity wedding news, it looks
like
Tom
and
Katie
will
be
officially tying the knot, as it
was recently revealed that they
didn’t file appropriate paperwork

after their wedding two years ago.
What are some must-do’s before your
wedding day?
Cupid’s Advice:
Congrats, you’re engaged! Among the excitement as you rush to
the alter, planning every last detail can feel like a juggling
act. Here are some must haves before you say ‘I do’.
1. The License: Learn your lesson from Tom and Katie and get a
license. This is perhaps the most essential piece to a
successful wedding, considering it confirms the actual
marriage. If you don’t know where to start, call or visit your
local county clerk’s office. Remember that the license will
take some time to be processed.
Related Link: Celebrity Engagement: Bindi Irwin Is Engaged to
Long-Time Boyfriend Chandler Powell
2. Meet the officiant: Prior to the wedding, plan a meeting
with your officiant. This will give you time to go over the
ceremony and inform the officiant of your desires. The added
benefit of meeting beforehand is that if your officiant is a
regular at performing weddings (ie: priest, rabbi, officer of
the court) they’ll know the official documents you’ll need to
send in as well.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Confronts Luke P. at ‘Men Tell All’
3. Vendors: About two months before the wedding, touch base
with your vendors again. Reaffirm that they will be at the
agreed location at the correct time and presenting the correct
menu. This is also a great time to get any questions you or
they have answered.

What are your top wedding planning tips? Share in the comments
below!

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Confronts Luke P. at ‘Men
Tell All’

By Katie Sotack
This season’s Bachelorette has been full of stories about Luke

Parker. Yet, on Monday, Hannah Brown took the celebrity
breakup narrative back and stood against Luke P’s red flag
behavior. According to UsMagazine.com, Hannah said she was
“over being slut-shamed” and apologized to Bachelor fans for
keeping Parker’s face on their TVs for so long. Fellow
contestants joined Hannah’s #LukePIsOverParty with Devin
coming on stage to confront Luke’s need to control women to
feel better about himself. As for Luke, he mostly minced words
and contradicted himself in between commercial breaks.

In
celebrity
news,
Bachelorette Hannah Brown faced
Luke Parker after the explosive end
to their relationship. What are
some ways to get closure after a
relationship ends?
Cupid’s Advice:
At the end of the relationship, there are steps to be taken to
ease the painful process. Instead of wondering “what if?” find
ways to deal with your feelings and move on. Here are
relationship tips to find closure:
1. Wallow: In the wake of your devastating breakup give
yourself permission to wallow for an allotted time period.
Take Friday off and watch your favorite movies while binging
on ice cream. Or, call up your mom and talk about what
happened. Allow yourself to feel all the confusing and painful
emotions that come with ending a relationship so that you can
make peace inside your head.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ben Higgins Says ‘Bachelorette’
Hannah Brown’s Sex Confessions Are ‘Confusing’

2. Seek socialization: After your weekend of wallowing, call
your friends and go outside. Being around outside energy will
widened your perspective and help you to see the world outside
of your old relationship. Whether you want to go dancing or
browse the local bookstore absorb the positive vibes around
you and be mindful of the now.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown’s
Sexy Windmill Scene Revealed
3. Talk to your ex: When the time comes, speak to your ex to
find closure. This step should only be taken after you’ve
processed the bulk of your emotions and can be trusted to
converse calmly without blame or aggression. Meet for coffee
or somewhere else public to discuss the demise of your
situation. Go in knowing that the goal is not to get your
relationship back but rather to hear out the other person and
grow from their experience with you.
How do you find closure? Share in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Tyler C.’s
Fantasy Suite Speech Made Him
a ‘Bachelorette’ Fan Favorite

By Bonnie Griffin
In the latest reality tv celebrity news, the hearts of The
Bachelorette’s viewers have been taken by Tyler C. On the most
recent episode, Hannah Brown revealed to Tyler that despite
their intense physical chemistry, she wanted to put sex on
hold while they built a stronger emotional bond. Tyler’s
response, according to EOnline.com, was what stole fans’
hearts, saying, “I would never press you or pressure you at
all.” Tyler clearly knows how to show a lady respect.

In celebrity news, Tyler C. stole
the hearts of Bachelor Nation. What
are some ways to know your partner
respects you?
Cupid’s Advice:
The interaction between these reality tv stars shows us that
chivalry is not dead, and respect is something everyone should

expect from their partner. Cupid has some advice on ways to
know your partner respects you:
1. They really listen to you: One great sign of respect is
having a partner who listens to you. They don’t just hear what
you say but are actively engaged in listening when you talk
and they carefully respond after taking time to think things
through.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelor’ Alum Colton Underwood
Reacts to Hannah Brown’s Sex Confession
2. They are proud of you: When your partner respects you they
are happy to be seen with you and proud of who you are as a
person. They may want to take you to hang out with friends and
family, and they will love sharing things about you with the
people they care about because they are proud of you and proud
to be with you.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Admits to Intimate Relations in a Windmill
3. They take you seriously: From time to time, you may offer
your partner advice. A partner who respects you won’t be
afraid to ask for your advice, and they will carefully
consider what you have to say and objectively take that advice
and put it to good use. They will be thankful to have a
partner who cares enough to offer advice that could lead them
in a beneficial direction.
What are some ways you show your partner you respect them? Let
us know your thoughts in the comments below.

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown’s
Sexy Windmill Scene Revealed

By Bonnie Griffin

In the latest celebrity news, Bachelorette Hannah Brown’s
awaited sexy windmill scene aired. Fans were surprised to
learn that the guy who’d landed in the windmill with Brown was
Peter Weber and not Jed Wyatt. The unique location of the
windmill scene made it clear who Brown had been referring to
with her earlier statements, and according to UsMagazine.com,
Brown confirmed she slept with Weber twice as he bragged the
next morning, “We are one now.”

In celebrity news, the now-infamous
windmill scene on the most recent
episode of The Bachelorette didn’t
feature who everyone expected. What
are some ways to spice up your love
life?
Cupid’s Advice:
For these reality tv stars, a windmill added some spice to
their romantic tryst. Whether it is location or just trying
something new, everyone likes to spice things up in the
bedroom from time to time. Cupid has some advice to keep the
spice in your love life:
1. Change the scene: Every romantic encounter doesn’t have to
happen in the bedroom. Try moving things to the living room in
front of the fireplace when it is cold out. Or you could just
set the scene for romance with candles and romantic music.
Related Link: Celebrity Vacation: Joe Jonas & Sophie Turner
Take Romantic Vacay After Second Wedding
2. Try some oils: Life gets hectic and we end up exhausted and
stressed out. Try adding a massage to your routine with your
partner. A few candles and an essential oil massage is sure to
relax you both and help get you in the mood.
Related Link: Celebrity Marriage: Find Out More About Miley
Cyrus’ Marriage to Liam Hemsworth
3. Do something random: Surprises are fun, especially in the
bedroom. Get your partner flowers for no reason, surprise them
in the bedroom in a special outfit, or offer to cook them
dinner to give them a break. Even something as simple as a

nice, unexpected gesture can be just what you and your partner
need to spice things up.
What are some ways you like to spice up your love life? Let us
know your thoughts in the comments below.

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Admits to Intimate Relations
in a Windmill

By Bonnie Griffin
In the latest celebrity news, Bachelorette Hannah Brown
admitted to sleeping with a contestant in a windmill while on
a date with Luke Parker in one of the promos for a future
episode of the reality TV show. According to UsMagazine.com,
Brown was not pleased with Parker’s remarks in regards to her
sleeping with guys on the show, saying to him, “My husband
would never say what you’ve said to me.” Brown admits to
having some fun on the show, and she does not regret her
decisions, but she’s clearly not going to listen to negative
remarks about her sex life without sticking up for herself.
This is one celebrity reality tv star who knows how to stand
up for herself.

In celebrity news, Bachelorette
Hannah Brown admitted to some hanky
panky in a windmill in one of the

show’s promos for a future episode.
What are some ways to spice up your
relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Keeping a relationship interesting and intimate can get put on
the back burner as life gets busier, your relationship evolves
and you’re no longer in the honeymoon phase. It is easy to
become complacent on the romantic front when things like work
and children take up so much of your time. Spicing up your
relationship can be done with the smallest gestures. Cupid has
some advice to keep spice things up even in a long-term
relationship:
1. Make eye contact: One of the most intimate things between
partners is making eye contact. If you want to keep the
intimacy alive try this easy tip and make eye contact with
your partner when you say, “I love you.”
Related Link: Celebrity News: Luke P. Loses His Temper with
Garrett on ‘The Bachelorette’
2. Smile when you see them walk into the room: A big part of
keeping things spiced up in your relationship is finding the
small ways to make your partner happy; to make them feel
appreciated and loved, even without words. Something as simple
as a smile when they enter a room or you see them walk through
the door when they come home at the end of their workday will
make them feel warm and loved.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Front Runner
Jed’s Ex Details Heartbreak & Being Ghosted
3. Physical contact isn’t just for the bedroom: When you are
trying to spice up your relationship everything doesn’t have
to be about the things that occur in the bedroom. Sometimes

the best things can take place outside of the bed. Snuggle in
front of the TV, slow dance with your partner in the living
room, and hold their hand when you walk down the street. These
small physical gestures will put the spark back in your
relationship.
What are some ways you might spice up your relationship? Let
us know your thoughts in the comments below.

Celebrity News: Tyler C.
Claps Back at ‘Bachelor’
Nation’s James Taylor After
He Slut Shames ‘Queen’ Hannah

By Bonnie Griffin
In the latest celebrity news, Tyler Cameron spoke up after
James Taylor, a former contestant on a previous season of The
Bachelorette, spoke out against Hannah Brown. According to
UsMagazine.com, Cameron clapped back at Taylor after he said
that “[Hannah doesn’t] have to dry hump em all,” accusing
Taylor of using this as a way to stay relevant. Cameron is one
reality tv star willing to stand up against Taylor’s attempt
at slut shaming.

In celebrity news, one of the guy’s
still competing for Bachelorette
Hannah Brown’s heart has had enough
of James Taylor’s slut shaming
comments. What are some ways to
stand up for your partner?

Cupid’s Advice:
When you’re in a relationship, you want to see your partner
happy. If someone is saying or doing things that hurt them,
you want to stop what is causing their pain. Cupid has some
advice when it comes to standing up for your partner:
1. Don’t allow people to talk down to them in front of you:
You may have fallen in love with your partner, but that
doesn’t mean your friends or family have. There may be times
when someone in your circle treats your partner like they
don’t deserve you, or talks down to them. It is important that
you step in right away. You want to set the precedent you will
not allow them to treat your partner disrespectfully.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding News: Zoe Kravitz & Karl
Glusman Secretly Married
2. Shut down negative influencers: Not everyone will say the
negative things they think in front of your partner. Some will
save their opinions to share with you when your partner is not
around. Do not feed their negative opinions by listening and
allowing them to say whatever they want. Shut down their
negative talk right away, and make them aware that you won’t
tolerate it in the future. You chose your partner for a
reason; don’t let other people’s negativity influence your
feelings in your relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Are Khloe Kardashian & French
Montana Getting Back Together?
3. Be on their side: There could be times when someone in your
circle of friends or family says or does something to your
partner that upsets them when you’re not there to stop it. If
your partner lets you know they’ve been hurt by something a
family member or friend did or said to them, make sure they
know you have their back. Call the friend or family member and
discuss the incident and make it clear it was upsetting and
unacceptable. You don’t have to be mean; have a respectful

conversation, but make it clear that such actions cannot
continue.
What are some ways you would stand up for your partner? Let us
know your thoughts in the comments below.

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Front Runner
Jed’s Ex Details Heartbreak &
Being Ghosted

By Katie Sotack
In celebrity news, Bachelorette front runner Jed had a girl at
home when he left for the show and broke her heart. Jed and
his ex, Haley Stevens, are both country singers who fell in
love before Jed was accepted onto The Bachelorette. According
to UsMagazine.com, Jed went on the show as a way to publicize
his music, and Haley didn’t want to hold him back from any
show biz opportunity. However, the six weeks of filming and
two weeks after with no phone call from Jed devastated Haley.
When the ex celebrity couple ran into each other at CMA Fest,
few words were exchanged and Haley knew they were finished.

In celebrity news, all may not be
as
it
seems
with
Bachelorette favorite Jed Wyatt.
What are some ways to know if your

new partner is being genuine?
Cupid’s Advice:
When falling in love there’s no guarantee. The possibility of
pain is around every corner. However there are tell tale signs
that your partner is the real deal. Here is dating advice on
how to tell if they’re leading you on:
1. Listen to your gut: First things first, always listen to
your gut. If there’s a nagging feeling from something primal
in your body, it’s probably right. Do a little investigative
work into what instinct is telling you.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Considers Quitting the Show After Luke P. Fight
2. Listen to what they’re really saying: If you find yourself
in a Haley situation, where your partner is saying ‘I love
you’ but keeping the door to others open: actions speak louder
than words. Some people will say anything to keep something
good around, but remember that the way someone treats you is
the true test to if they value you.
Related Link: Celebrity Marriage: ‘The Bachelor’ Star
Catherine Giudici Reflects on 4-Year Marriage to Sean Lowe
3. Listen to others: So your friends and family raise an
eyebrow every time you tell a story about your flailing
significant other. Clearly they think this partner’s not good
enough for you. If their reasons go beyond the shallow (ie:
money, looks, etc.) then put stock into what they’re saying.
They want someone to treat you right even more than you do.
How do you detect if your partner’s being genuine? Share in
the comments below!

Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Gets Hot & Heavy With Her
Guys

By Emily Green
In the latest celebrity news, Bachelorette Hannah Brown isn’t
afraid to get physical with her men, according to
People.com. In fact, in yesterday’s episode of the show,
Bachelor Nation watched Hannah’s three heavy make-out sessions
with Peter, Jed and Tyler C. The current Bachelorette believes

that being sexually attracted to your future partner is an
important part of a relationship. While being a devout
Christian, this reality tv star believes that her faith should
not come into question when in a relationship. “I have had
sex. And Jesus still loves me,” Brown said in this season’s
trailer.

In celebrity news, sexual chemistry
is clearly important to current
Bachelorette Hannah Brown. What are
some signs of sexual chemistry to
be on the lookout for with your new
crush or partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Sexual chemistry is a key part of any relationship, and it is
important to figure out if you and your partner have that
spark early on. Here are some of Cupid’s tips on how to see if
you and your new partner have that spark of sexual chemistry:
1. Making eye contact feels comfortable: While nerves can come
into play, being able to keep eye contact with your partner is
an important part of sexual chemistry. Eye contact lets you
know that they are actively listening to you, and that they
want to be there with you.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: ‘Bachelor’
Bristowe & Jason Tartick Announce Relationship

Kaitlyn

2. Body language: Eye contact and body language go hand in
hand. If your partner is angling themselves toward you and not
shying away, it is a good sign that sexual chemistry is there,
and they are feeling that spark.

Related Link: Daniel Radcliffe New Girlfriend Erin Darke Have
‘Great Chemistry’
3. Follow your instincts: You know that phrase, “Trust your
gut?” It really works! If you have an initial instinct about
holding your partner’s hand, follow through! If they don’t
reciprocate, you know the spark isn’t there. Remember, consent
is key in any relationship. If you’re unsure about how your
partner will respond, don’t be afraid to ask! This way you can
work out anything that may need to be said, and move on in
your relationship.
How did you feel about Hannah’s hot and heavy make-out
sessions in yesterday’s episode of The Bachelorette? Share
your thoughts below.

Celebrity
‘Bachelor’
Luyendyk Jr. &
Welcome a Baby

Baby
News:
Stars
Arie
Lauren Burnham
Girl

By Bonnie Griffin
In the latest celebrity baby news, Bachelor stars Arie
Luyendyk Jr. and Lauren Burnham are parents. According
to People.com, Luyendyk confirmed on Wednesday that the pair
welcomed their first child together, a beautiful baby girl.
After meeting and falling in love on The Bachelor, the
celebrity couple has maintained their relationship in the
public eye throughout the pregnancy, although they have not
yet released the baby’s name.

The latest celebrity baby news is
that this Bachelor couple welcomed
a baby daughter. What are some ways
to work on your relationship while
at the same time having a young
child?

Cupid’s Advice:
Having children is a beautiful gift, but that does not mean
being a parent with young children is easy. Add the stress of
now having a young child who solely relies on their parents to
your relationship and you might find yourself asking how your
relationship will survive. Cupid has some advice to keep your
relationship working after having kids:
1. Have adult conversations: Just because you have a child
doesn’t mean all of your conversations have to revert to baby
talk. You still need to communicate with each other, and as
much as your young child is a very important part of your
lives, they cannot be the only thing you discuss. Don’t cut
out your conversations just because you have a child, even if
time alone is limited just have your conversations in front of
your child because they will likely interrupt even if you try
to take a moment and step out of the room.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Jenna Bush Hagar Is
Expecting Third Child
2. Work as a team: It is important for both parties in a
relationship to remember that you both had a child, and that
means sharing more than those adorable baby grins. It means
that you need to share the work with each other. You both have
to help with the fun parts and the bad parts like when they
have a meltdown. Be a united front when your child is having a
tantrum because it will only add to your stress if you are not
on the same team.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby News: Backstreet Boys’ Nick
Carter and Wife Are Expecting Baby No. 2
3. You both deserve time out: Every parent needs an occasional
break. A break from your partner and even the occasional break
from your child. We all need a little me time now and again.
Give each other that time out and away to just be alone and
revel in their own thoughts. Even though this time alone may

seem like a strange way to help work on your relationship,
your partner will love you for offering them a break.
What are some ways you might work to avoid a custody battle
with an ex? Let us know your thoughts in the comments below.

Celebrity Parents: Former
‘Teen Mom’ Star Jenelle Evans
Is ‘Exhausted’ Amid Custody
Battle

By Bonnie Griffin
In the latest celebrity news, former Teen Mom star Jenelle
Evans and husband David Eason are back in court trying to
regain custody of their children. According to what a source
told EOnline.com, Evan and Eason are “hoping to get [their]
kids back in time for summer.” The children were taken after
allegations that Eason killed their family dog, Nugget. The
celebrity couple plan to seek counseling after they regain
custody of their children and life begins getting back to
normal.

These
celebrity
parents
are
fighting for custody of their kids.
What are some ways to avoid a
custody battle amid a split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Splitting up when you have children doesn’t need to result in

a custody battle. If both parents agree to be reasonable, then
a custody agreement can be made without ending up in a
conflict. Cupid has some advice to keep things amicable:
1. Get informed: A good place to start working towards an
amicable custody agreement is to become informed in your
state’s custody laws. Learn what “a child’s best interest”
means based on the laws in your state because that is what the
court will base their decisions on when it comes to the
custody of your children.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding News: Zoe Kravitz & Karl
Glusman Secretly Married
2. Ask your family attorney questions: Your children are the
most important people in a custody case, so don’t be afraid to
ask your attorney lots of questions, and do not let them
pacify you with vague answers. This will not only help you
better understand the matter at hand, helping you become more
informed but will prepare you for all possibilities and help
you fulfill the role of being reasonable so you can avoid an
ugly battle in court.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Are Khloe Kardashian & French
Montana Getting Back Together?
3. Be open to working with your ex: Just like you want to
spend time with your children, to be there for them and meet
their needs, so does your ex. Children want and need both of
their parents, so be reasonable when making demands during
custody litigation and keep in mind that your children need
time with you and your ex.
What are some ways you might work to avoid a custody battle
with an ex? Let us know your thoughts in the comments below.

Celebrity
Interview:
Temptation
Island’s
Kaci
Campbell Says She Deserves ‘A
Lot Better’ Than Evan Smith
After Heartbreak in Finale

Interview by Lori Bizzoco. Written by Courtney Shapiro.
Kaci Campbell flew out to Hawaii with Evan Smith, her longterm, live-in boyfriend to join the cast of the exhilarating
reality show, Temptation Island. The couple had been

struggling with their relationship and not sure whether they
should end it or move on. As we saw on tonight’s finale, Evan
called it quits with Kaci leaving her for his new girlfriend,
Morgan Lalor. We just spoke to Kaci and she says she is the
happiest she’s ever been in her life.
In our exclusive celebrity interview we chat with Kaci about
her and Evan’s promise to one another and game plan, her
connection with Val Osipov, and what life looks like now that
she is off the island.

Check out our celebrity interview
with Kaci Campbell as she reflects
on her previous relationship with
Evan Smith:
1. You sound like you’re in a great mood. Can you tell us why?
I’m not going to lie. I’m totally nervous for the finale. I
haven’t seen it, I’ve heard about it from a lot of different
reporters and through Reality Steve’s podcast; he’s told me
all about it. I’ve heard it’s very brutal and hard to watch,
and I’m scared. I’m not gonna lie With that said, at the end
of the day this whole bizarre, extreme experiment that I put
my relationship through is such a blessing in disguise. It
honestly saved my life.
I was really hanging on to my relationship with Evan for a
long, long time and fighting for it, but he’s not my person at
all. I deserve a lot better, and now that he’s gone and out of
my life, I feel such relief, and so free. I’m so excited for
the show to be over and for the finale to be done. It’s almost
like lifting a band-aid off. I just can’t wait for the next
chapter of my life honestly. I don’t know, it’s crazy. For the
first time in my life I’m truly genuinely happy, which is

insane because six months ago I was heartbroken and depressed
and anxiety ridden.
2. Can you tell us what conversations you had with Evan going
into this show and what happened at the final Bonfire?
Evan and I, we came to Temptation Island with each other. To
this day, he is trying to tell people that I didn’t and I
forced him on the island, which is really just a blatant lie.
He wanted to be there. He wanted the fame and what not, and me
and him had a game plan. Our game plan was no matter what we
see, no matter what we hear at bonfires, we said that we will
not make any decisions about our relationship until we go
home. It was about three days before we got on our flight to
Maui, and I broke down crying to him, telling him ‘I feel like
this just needs to be said Evan.’ ‘If for some reason one of
us falls for someone or has feelings for someone, please let’s
not break up with each other on national television. Let’s go
home and handle things in the privacy of our home. We owe that
to ourselves, we owe that to our families, we’ve been best
friends for so many years, so it’s the right thing to do. He
kinda laughed it off and was trying to calm me down, and said
that’s ridiculous, it doesn’t even need to be said, but okay I
promise.’
That was kind of my mindset going into the bonfire, I was
extremely disappointed with his behavior. I was quite honestly
disgusted. I was second guessing myself, but thought that I
couldn’t break up with him on TV. He has been through enough
with his family and his father. So, I went into it knowing I
wanted to go home and figure out things at home.
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: Temptation Island Star,
Evan Smith Says, “Ultimatums are Cruel When Dealing with
Matters of the Heart.”
Evan basically humiliated me with zero regard, zero respect,
and no hesitation at all. It was absolutely unbelievable, and

I can’t even really describe what I was feeling because quite
honestly it was a total out of body experience. I’ve never
experienced anything like that in my life. I totally blacked
out. I don’t think they even show this, but I left Evan at the
bonfire. I went running down the path. The crew was yelling my
name, telling me where to go, chasing me with cameras. I got
into the Escalade and I just remember I couldn’t cry because I
didn’t understand what was happening. I had a full blown
breakdown in the Escalade. It was nuts, I was pulling my
choker, I couldn’t breathe. Honestly the fact that Evan did
that to me in that way to this day is still shocking. I knew
he had issues, and I knew he wasn’t necessarily the best guy,
but I didn’t truly realize what he was capable of. Again it’s
such a blessing, I don’t have time for that in my life.
3. You seemed to have recognized these signs and had a
premonition about Evan. Can you elaborate on that?
With Evan, I was in a very strange situation with him. I had a
lot of gut feelings about him for a really, really long time.
I would actually try to break up with him, and he would kind
of convince me to stay. He would use lines like this is what a
normal long-term relationship is like, Kaci, you’re
overthinking this. We’re not gonna be best friends everyday,
we’re gonna fight. We’ve known each other for 10 years, this
is normal. The next day he would be prince charming again and
sweep me off my feet. Also because of everything he’s been
through, in my mind I’m such a ride or die and such a loyal
person that I didn’t want to give up on him. Temptation Island
proved to me that tragedy or not, he’s just not a good person.
I do wish I listened to my gut a long time ago
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: ‘Temptation Island’ Host
Mark Walberg Shares His Secret to a Happy Relationship
4. Evan mentioned that he wasn’t close with your family and
only saw them a handful of times. What do you think about
this?

That was actually Evan’s choice. My family went above and
beyond for him and invited him to family vacations, got him
Christmas presents, birthday presents, wanted to go on double
dates with us. It was always a big deal, and it was always me
constantly trying to get Evan to be around my family, but it
was uncomfortable like I was walking on eggshells.
5. Why did you stay with Evan if you knew he was not a good
guy and why did you need a reality show to determine this?
Basically, Evan, he’s
temporary. I would break
saying ‘I can’t be with
and push them away like
demons, it’s not gonna

really good at saying things are
down and cry about our relationship
someone who isn’t good to my family
that. He would tell me ‘I just have
be like this forever, and one day

everything is going to be fine. He just knew exactly what to
say to reassure me that this was just temporary and just a
phase and this is not forever and that he would definitely
have a relationship with my family, and when we have children
we’d all spend time together at Christmas and at birthdays,
and everything would be fine.
6. What are your thoughts on him and Morgan?
I don’t know, that’s a whole other thing. I’m not gonna lie I
genuinely from the bottom of my heart hope to God for her sake
and her family’s sake that it’s real and legitimate and they
have a happy ever after marriage and just live healthy and
happy forever. I genuinely want that not even for Evan, but
for Morgan. No girl or woman ever deserves to go through what
I went through. It’ll be Prince Charming for a while and then
one day it’ll be a light switch. She’ll start noticing things
and get gut feelings, and I just hope to God she listens to
it. I think it’s damage control, I really do. There’s a lot of
hate and I think he is just trying to prove a point because
that’s what Evan does. He is very combative and
confrontational, and I think it was one last jab to really
hurt me to be honest.

Related Link: Celebrity Interview: Southern Belle Kady
Krambeer Shares Details About Temptation Island Experience
7. Let’s talk about something more positive. Can you tell us
about the relationship you built with Val? Do you still talk
to him?
Val and I are very close. We talk on a day to day basis. I
definitely had very strong feelings for him on the show that I
was not pursuing because I was loyal and didn’t want to be
tempted. The whole reason I went on the show was so Evan could
prove himself to me, and that was obviously a failure. I
wasn’t there to meet someone and fall in love. I was there for
Evan to prove to me that he’s not the same person I met when
he was a boy. Looking back, I wish I did pursue things with
Val. I definitely wouldn’t have taken it to the extent that
Morgan and Evan did because I don’t retaliate in that way at
all. I don’t think it’s right. To be honest, I don’t think
it’s right for Val; he’s one of the best people I’ve ever met
in my life. If me and him were to ever be a thing, I wouldn’t
want to start in that type of environment, being on a reality
show while my boyfriend is cheating on me. If it’s the real
deal, it needs to be started in a much healthier environment.
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: ‘Temptation Island’ Star
Dr. Johnny Alexander Dishes On What It’s Like Being a Reality
TV Star
8. Tell us what life has been like after the show. What have
you learned about yourself?
I was very blind to the toxic situation I was in for a long
time. I finally truly know my worth and know what I deserve,
and never again will I be with a man that is anything remotely
like Evan. The rose-colored glasses are totally off. He did me
a huge favor.
I don’t regret the ultimatum I gave him at all. I was stuck,
and I was sacrificing my happiness for a person that doesn’t

deserve me. That ultimatum and going on the show, everything
happens for a reason. I wouldn’t have met Val. I wouldn’t be
happy like I am today. I do not walk on eggshells everyday
anymore. Temptation Island saved my life.
10. What is next for you?
Life is looking bright. I am currently looking at apartments.
It is up in the air. I can’t really say where I am looking. I
may have some stuff coming up in the entertainment industry,
tons of ambassadorships coming up, and making income outside
of my 9 to 5 job. I am doing YouTube and I am launching a
podcast and I do have my own brand, Bossy that I had to put on
hold while I was going through this craziness. So, I am
relaunching that. And, I am talking with publishers about
writing a book. The book might be a fictional experience about
my time on Temptation Island. That will be fun and there will
be different characters.
11. You mentioned moving out of your apartment. What was it
like when Evan came back? Did you guys have a conversation?
When did he leave?
Honestly, that story is a complete nightmare. I am going to
try to make it as quick as possible. Basically, I got on a
plane to LAX and he stayed in Maui for a few days with Morgan.
It was my birthday, he flew back on my birthday. He was
texting me non-stop, begging and pleading to see me telling me
he lost his best friend and partner. He says he doesn’t know
what he did. Meanwhile, I am at my apartment with his little
brother and his dog. His brother doesn’t know what’s
happening. Evan is a mile away at a downtown hotel with
Morgan. His little brother had to step in and be like, you
have to let him over Kaci. I told Evan he had a week to move
out. I told him, I will be at work, you have a week to get
your stuff and go. Evan would not move out. He would not do
it. So finally, I let him do it. He came over. I let him talk.
We talked for 24 hours straight. We didn’t sleep. He was

saying he had serious doubts because the show pitted us up
against one another and that he doesn’t know what he did and
he is doubting his feelings. Then he got on a plane to go to
Virginia.
As far as I knew, he was going to be back in 10 days. He was
going to let Morgan know his doubts and that there was hope
for us and that we were going to live separately, and stuff.
Then literally three days later, I was sitting at the In and
Out Drive Thru with one of our mutual friends and three hours
before, he had sent me a “thinking of you” text with a heart
emoji. Then while I am at the drive thru, he literally dumped
me again in an novel text message. At that point, I cannot
even explain what happened. It was like a light switch. It was
so emotionally and psychologically insane. Ever since then, he
was reaching out to me through text messages, through my
friends, threatening to publish my love letters. New Years Day
is when I told him, this is how I feel about you. It was a
pretty vicious text. I told him that there is no hope for us
to be okay so to stop messaging and texting me. And, I haven’t
heard from him since.
12. Any final words?
I cannot even explain how disrespectful and uncivil this whole
situation was –to me, to my family to his family. It was like
out of this world. Everyone is saying that it was a blessing
in disguise and that I dodged every bullet in the book. I am
not going to lie; October and November I was not okay. And,
then right around Thanksgiving, I was like “Boom, lights on” I
am good. I don’t miss him. I deserve someone who is good and
is going to love and protect me and cherish me. And, someone
who is never going to do these things to me ever.
He is all I have really known for my adult life. He is really
all I have ever known. And it sounds crazy, but I spent three
weeks with Val and he is so different than Evan. I felt so
strong and sure of myself and confident. The absolute best

version of myself. Evan never made me feel that way. The fact
that someone I just met was able to make me feel that way,
that in itself was a sign.
Want to keep up with Kaci? You can follow her on Twitter.

Celebrity Interview: She’s
Engaged! Temptation Island
Reality Star, Morgan Lolar
Talks About Falling in Love
with Evan Smith

Interview by Lori Bizzoco. Written by Courtney Shapiro
When

filming

began

for

the

rebooted

reality

sensation, Temptation Island, Morgan Lolar came to Hawaii as a
single woman with no expectations of falling in love. But love
hit her hard when she met Evan Smith, a man who came on the
show confused about the status of his relationship with longterm girlfriend, Kaci Campbell. Now, Evan and Morgan are
happily engaged and they couldn’t be more excited for their
future together!
In our exclusive celebrity interview, we chat with Morgan
about her initial connection with Evan, the scenes that didn’t
make it on the show as well as why going on Temptation Island
was the best decision she’s ever made.

Check out our celebrity interview
with Morgan Lolar to hear all about

her time on Temptation Island:
1. You seem so charismatic and confident. Why explore love on
a reality show, especially when you know that people are in
relationships and may not be single?
That was actually the hardest part for me. I almost didn’t
even go on the show. The night before the producers called me
and were like your flight is in a few hours, are you going? I
was like ‘uh’ I just didn’t know how I was going to do it. My
friends convinced me to go on the plane. I could see myself
being on a reality show, but I never saw myself being on a
dating reality show. So, it was very hard for me, but it was
the best decision I’ve ever made in my life, So, I am so happy
that I did it.
2. Were you nervous about falling for someone who was either
just ending a relationship or confused about the status of
their relationship?
Yes, initially that was one of the reasons I was scared to go
on the show because I didn’t want to interfere with someone’s
relationship. But, I was assured several times that these
couples were at extreme crossroads, and they were basically
stuck in their relationships and were scared to meet other
people because they didn’t think they would get the time they
needed to meet other people because of dating nowadays. Anyone
can relate to that and I feel like a lot of people have been
in relationships where they are just with the person because
they’re comfortable, and I know that I have done that before
too. So, I sympathize with that and was like okay, I will try
it.
3. Did you all of the worst case scenarios in your head before
the show? For example, what if I fall for someone and they are
with someone, how do I prepare myself for that, etc?

Absolutely not, I didn’t prepare myself for anything. When my
family and friends convinced me to do it, they said ‘Morgan,
your dating life here [In D.C.] sucks, you’re not happy right
now, you’ve never been to Hawaii, it’s gonna be fun, so just
go and do it.’ So basically my head was like I am going to
make friends and have fun. I definitely did not think that I
was going to fall in love with somebody at all. It goes to
show that the best things happen when you are not expecting
them at all.
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: ‘Temptation Island’ Host
Mark Walberg Shares His Secret to a Happy Relationship
4. What was life like before you appeared on the show, did you
have to leave a job?
I’m a real estate agent, so I have a really flexible schedule.
Also, what makes it even better is that my mom is also a real
estate agent in the area. She lives about 7 miles away from
me, so when they were convincing me to go she was like, I will
take care of whatever it is that you need me to take care of.
It is going to be fine, you are going. I really didn’t have an
excuse. My job wasn’t going to be affected.
5. You and Evan seemed to really hit it off. Was there any
initial hesitation and what convinced you to go all in?
As everyone saw, there was the whole confrontation that
happened the first night we were in the house. I had not
talked to Evan at all really. I really didn’t get any words in
with him. So, my first real interaction was me screaming at
him that I don’t like him. It started out really rocky, but
after he asked me out on that first date, it was maybe two
sentences into talking to him and I was like ‘whoa’ this is
not what I expected. We hit it off right away.
6. What was it that attracted you to him?
That is the thing that is so funny. I thought he was

attractive initially. I said to Katherine, ‘Oh, he is really
attractive’ and she took that and ran with it and told him
that I liked him. Which, of course anyone would probably get
frustrated over that. But, mostly what attracted me to him was
once we were on our first date, I kind of messed with him a
little bit. I’m extremely dry with my humor and I’m sarcastic,
and right away he just got it. He was cool with it and really
funny. He let me mess with him and he really just got my humor
right away. We were laughing the entire time.
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: ‘Temptation Island’ Star
Dr. Johnny Alexander Dishes On What It’s Like Being a Reality
TV Star
7. Were there any particular scenes that the viewers didn’t
see that you wish they did?
Oh my gosh. Are there any? Almost like every episode I was
like ‘what’ they aren’t showing what actually happened. I know
they don’t have the time to do that and I guess it is more
entertaining to watch us make out in slow-mo than it is for us
to talk about our lives and stuff.
But in terms of a specific time, we were talking about our
lives growing up and I have a twin brother and a little sister
and he has two brothers. We would talk about the things that
we would do when were little and he asked me to tell him
something that I did when I was little that I still do now. I
told him that he was going to think I was such a weirdo, but I
still make forts sometimes. I don’t know why I do it, but it
is really weird. He would make fun of me for it, but then a
few days later, I go up to his room, and he made me a fort. It
was like the cutest thing that you’ve ever seen. He had taken
like all the chairs and seats and stuff and made this really
cute fort. We hung out in there, and they didn’t show it. I
was like, that would have been something to get to know us and
our relationship. He is so sweet and they don’t show that.

8. On a scale of 1-10, what were your feelings for Evan on the
show?
It went from a negative five to a 10 really, really, really
fast. It was our first date. I think he said the same thing.
After our first date, I was like oh wow, this guy, I really,
really like him. It was quick. It was crazy.
9. Can you tell us what your status is now and your future?
Yes, I am actually engaged now! It’s actually the most
exciting thing in my entire life! I didn’t expect this at all,
it’s crazy. He hid it so well. I had no idea. He is so
frickin’ sweet.
So, apparently my engagement got leaked on Twitter or
something. The guy who posted it, said it was the fourth time
that he proposed. It is so funny because the camera crew were
there, so it happened and I was like bawling. He did it so
perfectly, but they had to film it again, so he had to get
back on his knee again. The entire time, I am just still
crying because I am in shock that this happened. So, it wasn’t
fake like they made it seem, like he didn’t do it right four
times. They made it seem like it wasn’t cute but it was
beautiful the entire time and he did it perfect. That is
something that bothers me but it is what it is.
Related Link: Celebrity Interview: Temptation Island Star,
Evan Smith Says, “Ultimatums are Cruel When Dealing with
Matters of the Heart.”
10. So here is Evan proposing to you and confirming his
commitment to you in the biggest way. But what are you feeling
about the other side of this, about Kaci? What are you
thinking knowing what she went through?
You are a woman,
there must be something going through your head.
First of all, you mentioned proving his commitment to me. I
have never felt like that at all with Evan. I don’t

understand, and I wasn’t in their relationship, but with him
and I, I don’t question him at all. There is nothing to ever
make me think that I’m not number one in his life. That is
also why I was really shocked because I wasn’t pushing him to
propose or anything. So, I think it just goes to show that
when you know, you know. He wanted to do it and was excited to
do it. That’s what made it even more special, because I wasn’t
expecting him to propose to me. It’s only been six months.
11. How long were you together when he proposed?
We went on our first date on September 16th, and he proposed
on February 25th, so we figured out that it was five months
and a day. It’s actually a really cute story because Evan is
really close with my parents now and my dad was talking to him
and told him, ‘you know it’s really funny because I proposed
to Morgan’s mom after five months exactly.” He didn’t know
that and now you proposed to Morgan in five months and one
day.’ My parents have been together for 25 years now.
12. So what was life like after the show. You have to have
this secret love and you can’t say anything, what was that
like?
It is really hard to keep someone that you love and want to be
with all the time hidden. It’s impossible, my friends all know
him here, but we always have to do something at somebody’s
house. We can’t really go to the bars. Once the show started,
we would be at the gym and someone would recognize us so we
now Evan can’t go to the gym and I was like you can bench
press me if you want and he was like, that’s not going to
work. It is really hard. It is a lot harder than than people
think it would be, especially because it has been a long time.
It’s been like six months.
13. So what is your future? Where are you guys living?
After the show ended, which was around October 5th, we stayed
in Hawaii for 2 days and then we flew to California. He stayed

in California for an extra day and then packed all of his
stuff and flew to D.C. He’s been living with me ever since. We
have spent every single day together. We’re more in love every
day. We just love one another. And it is so cool because there
is no one in the world going through what I am going through
right now with the hate and and all of this stuff. It is
really bad except for him. He is going through it too. It is
really sad. We are the villains of the show but we are the
only ones who found love. There are days when he is getting
beat up by the media, but he knows that he can just come and
hug me because he knows that I understand it. He knows that I
am going through the same thing that he is going through.
14. How do you handle all of the haters and social media in
general?
We tell ourselves it is love, it’s just love. Learn about it.
15. Was there anything you would have done differently on the
show, or do you have any regrets about the way that things
were handled?
I don’t have any regrets about how things went with us. It
is just how the show made it seem. It made it seem like Evan
and I were sleeping together right away, when he didn’t even
kiss me until our third date together. It made it seem like
after our first date we were sleeping together. That’s Reality
TV though, it has to look more interesting. Other people were
sleeping together, but we were the only ones shown doing it.
It’s crazy. The one thing I would change is that I said the F
word a lot, but that is probably it.
16. Let’s go back to Kaci. Do her and Evan talk? Do you know
anything going on with her?
They do not speak at all anymore. She was messaging him all
the time and he was very honest with me. He would show me the
stuff that she was saying. It was a lot. She was asking him to
come back and crazy things. Finally he asked her to stop

contacting him, because it wasn’t fair to me. Then on New
Years we were sitting with my family, watching It’s a
Wonderful Life and she texted him 27 messages in a row.
17. What’s next for you guys? Would you do a spin-off or more
reality TV?
We would love to do more reality TV just because we’re
hilarious together. We balance each other out so well. He is
super emotional, while I’m not. I feel like I’m the funny one,
since he laughs at every single thing I do. We’re just super
cute. We balance each other out super well. So I think it
would be really good. We want to do something like the
Challenge just because we’re both college athletes, and we
have a really fun dynamic.
18. Are you thinking about wedding plans?
Evan is; he already started thinking about all of that. He
wants to get married in the spring or summer of 2020. I feel
really happy about that. He’s just so great. He is like the
planner, and I’m not at all. I am more go with the flow. I
feel so so lucky!
I don’t know what’s next. We are just in love. We are both
just so happy. This is the best thing that I have ever done.
It is so crazy. Love is love you know, and it’s one of the
best decisions I made, which is crazy because I almost didn’t
go.
This season of Temptation Island may be over, but you can
still keep up with Morgan and her love story by following her
on Twitter and Instagram.

